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The water monomer on the basal plane of ice Ih : an
effective pair, central force potential model of the static
interaction a)
Jerry Kiefer and Barbara N. Hale
Department of Physics and the Graduate Center for Cloud Physics Research, University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Missouri 65401
(Received 3 May 1977)
The H 20-H 20 intermolecular central force potential of Lemberg and Stillinger is used to obtain optimal
binding energy surfaces, vibrational frequencies, and bonding configurations of an adsorbed water
monomer on a model basal plane of ice I". The monomer interacts (pairwise) with 50 molecules arranged
in two layers of the unrelaxed bulk ice lattice. The results of calculations for three model surface sites of
differing proton arrangement indicate the existence of diffusion barriers of the order of 2.5 kcallmole and
optimal monomer bonding sites at about 9 kcallmole with nonepitaxial characteristics. Perspective
computer-drawn plots of the optimal monomer binding energy surfaces and the center of mass height of
the monomer over each of the three sites are shown. Similar diagrams showing the variations in the
monomer dipole orientation along "walks" across the sites are also presented. Mean residence times and
mean path lengths of the monomer diffusing over the model ice surface are estimated from the monomer
vibrational modes and the estimated average diffusion barriers and binding energies. A sample diffusion
path is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
In spite of its immense role in the environmental and
biological effects of life on our planet, ice remains a
substance whose physics and chemistry has, for the
most part, eluded the best intentions of scientific investigation. The complexity of the water-water interaction
has made theoretical calculations of both bulk and surface properties formidable and detailed study of nucleation and growth of ice crystals all but impOSSible. 1-4
While many bulk properties of ice have been measured, 5
surface structure and simple surface properties such as
the surface free energy have not been experimentally
determined. These surface properties play an important role in the atmosphere, where the nucleation of ice
initiates almost all of the preCipitation in clouds over
land masses. 6 In the upper region of these continental
clouds, ice nucleates on the surface of particulates and
grows at the expense of surrounding super cooled water
droplets to form macroscopic ice crystals. These continue to grow as they descend through the cloud and eventually, as conditions permit, fall as snow, hail, or rain.
The surface properties of the particulates and of ice nucleating agents in general are little understood. 7 The
same may be said for the processes by which ice nucleates and grows new layers to form the complex macroscopic crystals. B For some time there has been disagreement over the existence and effect of a "liquidlike"
layer on the surface of ice at temperatures considerably
below the standard freezing temperature. 9 Most models
used in the past have considered primarily bond count10
ing or spherical cap ice clusters using bulk properties, 11 such as surface tenSion, to analyze ice nucleation
on surfaces. Epitaxial nucleation and growth of new layers on the ice surface itself appears to be highly improbable, theoretically, as was indicated long ago by the
alSupported in part by NASA grant NAS8-31150 and the Atmospheric Sciences Section, National Science Foundation, GA32386.
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work of Burton, Cabrera, and Frank.12 But ice does
nucleate and grow at low super saturations, and there
has been some evidence that this can occur on dislocation-free surfaces. 13 An analytic form for the energy
of formation of crystalline ice embryos (including some
treatment of configurational entropy) has recently been
studied by Bartley in a series of three papers. 14 These,
together with some early work by Krastanov, 15 have
dealt specifically with a molecular formalism. Molecular models for ice clusters on the smooth ice surface
have also been conSidered by Hale and Plummer. 16 But
in general the nucleation of ice on substrates has been
attributed to surface dislocations, defects, and impurities without any specific descriptions of the processes
invol ved. It has rarely been considered in detail with a
molecular formalism.
In an effort to understand the molecular processes occurring on the ice surface we present a model calculation of
the binding energy and configurations of a water monomer
adsorbed on the basal plane of ice Ih • The ice surface
is smooth and unrelaxed. The H20 molecules are placed
in an array with oxygen atoms at the ice Ih lattice points
and the associated hydrogens along the tetrahedral bond
directions. A rigid water monomer adsorbed on the surface interacts with all the water molecules in the bulk
ice via a central force potential proposed by Lemberg
and Stillinger. 17.18 The monomer center of mass height
above the surface and the dipole orientation are varied
to minimize the total potential energy of the monomer
over a particular point of the surface. Tne negative of
this minimized potential energy we define to be the optimal binding energy of the monomer over the surface
point. Optimal binding energy contours and corresponding monomer-surface distances are generated for three
sites. Each site is about 72 square angstroms in area
and characterized by surface proton arrangements. The
energy contours and the monomer-surface distances
over these sites are presented in three- dimensional
computer plots which display distinct features. These
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ICE Ih MODEL
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the ice Ih surface showing the basal
and prism plane sites.

may be interpreted as a preference for doubly bonded
monomerS with substantial troughs along which the
monomer can diffuse from point to point on the surface.
Dipole orientations for several walks across the surface
are also depicted. This calculation is limited by the
validity of the potential under close scrutiny and absolute values for the binding energy of the adsorbed monomer are to be taken with caution. The potential was developed primarily from properties of the water monomer
and dimer and was used in a molecular dynamics calculation of water molecules in the liquid state. 18 However,
no detailed molecular study of the monomer-ice surface
interaction has been undertaken, and there is the need
to begin somewhere. In this spirit we view the optimal
binding energy surfaces as qualitative pictures of the environment of a water monomer on the basal plane of ice
and as an indication of how the monomer might diffuse
from point to point on the ice substrate. A study of the
prism face and of several monomers interacting on the
surface is also planned.
In Sec. II the model for the bulk ice substrate and the
form for the central force intermolecular potential are
described. The calculations and results are discussed
in Sec. III and presented in the form of three-dimensional perspectives generated by computer. In Sec. IV
the implications of the study are discussed together with
the problem of relaxing the surface and incorporating
irregularities into the ice surface.

II. THE MODEL
A. The model for the ice basal plane surface

The ice surface model consists of an array of water
molecules with center of mass positions at the lattice
pOints of ice Ih • The H-O-H bond angles are fixed at
109.5 with protons placed 1. 0 A from the center of mass.
The effective pair potential used in the calculations assumes a three point charge water molecule; hence the
array has negative charge at the lattice points and positive charges 1. 0 A from the lattice points along two of
the four tetrahedral bond directions. Initial studies used
a 9 x 9 x 6 molecular array for the ice surface model.
However it was found that a 5 x 5 x 2 array gave qualitatively the same results for the limited area of the surface site studied. A typical site is shown in Fig. 1. The
0
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x-y plane is assumed to coinCide with the basal plane
and z is along the c axis. Although the adsorbed monomer interacts with all the molecules in the array, the
interaction is studied only when the monomer is over the
rectangular region (about 72 A in area) designated as the
"site. "

No evidence for a particular arrangement of protons
on the basal plane of ice is known. Hence three sites on
three arrays exhibiting different surface polarizations
are investigated. Site I is on an array with negative surface polarization; all surface layer (z = 0 plane) mole-cules have both protons directed into the surface. This
site has three molecules in the second layer of the surface model (z = - O. 905 A)withanonsymmetric arrangement of protons; each second layer molecule has one
proton bonding with a surface molecule and the other proton pointing in the - z direction. Site II is on an array
with positive surface polarization; all surface molecules
have one proton directed perpendicular to and out of the
surface. The second layer moleCules beneath Site II
each have both protons directed upward and bonding with
two of the surface molecules. Site III is chosen to approximate a surface with no net surface polarization.
The surface molecules in the array have, alternately,
protons directed into and out of the surface. The central molecule in Site III has both protons directed into
the surface so that some comparison can be made with
Site I. The second layer molecules beneath Site III each
have one proton bonding with a surface molecule and the
other proton directed perpendicular and away from the
surface. Schematics of Sites I, II, and III are shown in
parts (b) of Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively. A three
point-charge water molecule is placed above these surface sites and examined via the central force potential
for qualitative characteristics of the adsorbed monomer
on the ice surface.
Preliminary studies indicated that restricting the water monomer to rigid body configurations produced no
significantly different qualitative results. So the monomer is assumed to be rigid with an H-O-H bond angle
of 104.5 and O-H distance of 0.958 A-corresponding
to the monomer configuration in the vapor. 19 The three
point-charge water monomer interacts with all the molecules in the array and its total binding energy is defined
to be the negative of the sum of all the static interaction
potentials of the monomer with the surface.
0

The finite size of the ice surface model excludes the
contribution from long range Coulomb effects. However,
accuracy of the magnitude of the binding energy is not of
primary concern in this study. Rather it is intended to
investigate the qualitative features of the monomer's environment on the model surface. The latter should primarily be affected by the nearest-neighbor and nextnearest-neighbor interactions. These are, for the most
part, included in the 50 molecule surface model. Work
is in progress on an infinite ice surface characterized
by surface unit cells, and reCiprocal and direct lattice
sums. This infinite surface model will be discussed
later; it is intended for the study of the ice surface relaxation.
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The central force interatomic potentials as given by

Eqs. (1)_(3).18

/"
B. The central force effective pair potential for the waterwater interaction

The potential used in this study is one version of the
central force potential of Lemberg and Stillinger. 17 In
brief, the intra- and inter-molecular interactions are
approximated by a superposition of spherically symmetric potentials whose parameters are fitted to the vibrational frequencies, the electric dipole moment, and the
equilibrium O-H and H-H separation distances of an

SITE I
ICE I h - BASAL PLANE

X

(B)

FIG. 4. The minimal potential energy -EM of the water monomer adsorbed on Site II of the basal plane of ice rh • EM is defined to be the optimal binding energy of the adsorbed monomer.
The horizontal grid lines are 0.25 A apart when projected onto
the x-y plane. (b) The monomer-ice surface separation ZM
for the optimal monomer binding energy indicated in part (a)
above. The x-y scale is the same as in (a). The ice surface
molecules are represented schematically beneath the ZM contour; the small solid circles indicate proton positions. Unshaded molecules are in the second layer.

isolated monomer. The resulting potential is nonunique
in its functional dependence on the charge separation
distances, but is able to form an optimally hydrogen
bonded dimer with 6.12 kcal/mole binding energy and
an 0-0 separation distance of 2. 86 'A. The particular
potential we have used is the same as that used by Rahman, Stillinger, and Lemberg in their molecular dynamics study of liquid water. 18 The qualitative shape of the
interatomic potentials is shown in Fig. 2, and Eqs. (1)(3) give the explicit dependence of the potentials on the
atom-atom separation distances r 18:

(A)

(r)- 36.1345 +

V
HH

-

r

20.
1 + exp[ 40(r - 2)]

- 17.03002 exp[ - 7. 60626(r - 1. 4525)2],

v ()_ - 72. 269
OH

r -

r

(1)

2.6677

+ r14.97

(B)

6

FIG. 3. (a) The minimal potential energy -EM of the water
monomer adsorbed on Site r of the basal plane of ice rh . EM is
defined to be the optimal binding energy of the adsorbed monomer. The horizontal grid lines are 0.25 A apart when projected onto the x-y plane. (b) The monomer-ice surface separation ZM for the optimal monomer binding energy indicated in
part (a) above. The x-y scale is the same as in (a). The ice
surface molecules are represented schematically beneath the
ZM contour; the small solid circles indicate proton positions.
Unshaded molecules are in the second layer.

1 + exp[ 5. 49305(r _ 2.2)]'
v,: ( ) _ 144. 538
00

r -

r

23401.9

+ r8. 3927

•

(2)
(3)

As is shown in Fig. 2, a point charge of O. 32983e is associated with each proton and - O. 67966e with each oxygen. The potentials include the electrostatic interactions among the effective charges as well as the effect
of short range attractive and repulsive forces.
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tures of the physical processes occurring at the surface
of ice during nucleation and growth.

111

ICE Ih- BASAL PLANE

III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. The optimal binding energy surfaces

(A)

(8)

FIG. 5. The minimal potential energy -EM of the water monomer adsorbed on Site III of the basal plane of ice I h . EM is defined to be the optimal binding energy of the adsorbed monomer.
The horizontal grid lines are 0.25 it apart when projected onto
the x-y plane. (b) The monomer-ice surface separation ZN
for the optimal monomer binding energy indicated in part (a)
above. The x-y scale is the same as in (a). The ice surface
molecules are represented schematically beneath the Zj/ contour; the small solid circles indicate proton positions. Unshaded molecules are in the second layer.

A great advantage of this potential is its simplicity.
Directional effects are accounted for in the superposition of purely spherical functions and the Euler angles,
for example, need not be considered. A second advantage is that the water molecule is treated as an assembly of three independent force centers and allows the
transfer of energy from intermOlecular to intramolecular
interactions. Dissociation (under extreme conditions)
and deformation are also allowed. However, in the present work (excluding the calculation of monomer vibrational frequencies) all water molecules are assumed to
be rigid, so that dissociation or deformation to the linear molecule is not possible. The nonrigid molecule is
used to determine the nine vibrational modes of the
monomer in a local potential energy minimum on the ice
surface; but in this case the bond angle and the O-H
distance remain close to the equlibrium values.
This model potential is particularly attractive because
it permits the incorporation of some internal properties
of the water molecule without impOSing invariance under
charge exchange-as does the model where four charges
(of equal magnitude) are placed at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron. 2o The approach used here can handle
a large ice surface as well as the adsorption of several
interacting water monomers or water clusters. The
results of this model do not necessarily describe the
real ice surface-water monomer interaction, but we
feel that they can offer inSight into the qualitative fea-

Of major interest in this study is the optimal binding
energy and the corresponding optimal energy configuration of a water monomer adsorbed on a model ice Ih basal plane. The optimal binding energy, EM' is defined to
be the negative of the minimal interaction potential of the
monomer with the ice surface. Since this calculation is
of the static interaction, the water monomer could be
viewed as having approached the substrate from the vapor or as if in the process of diffusing across the surface site. For calculational purposes each surface site
is sectioned into a grid of points 0.25 A apart in the x
and y directions (parallel to the surface plane). At each
(x,y) point the total monomer-surface interaction potential is minimized by varying z, the center of mass
height of the monomer above the surface plane, and the
three variables specifying the monomer dipole orientation. The resulting minimal potential energy values are
presented as a contour map spanning a rectangle approximately 72 square angstroms in area above seven ice
surface molecules in the basal plane. Three additional
molecules in the bulk model lie 0.905 Abelow the surface layer and within the prOjection of the rectangle onto the surface. The total ice model surface consists of
50 molecules, with a total surface area of 324 A2. Only
the rectangular "site" is examined for the effects of the
monomer- surface interaction.

In Figs. 3(a), 4(a), and 5(a) are shown minimal potential (or-EM) surfaces for the Sites I, II, and III, respectively. In each case the x-y plane is parallel to the
basal surface of the ice model and the minimal potential
energy of the monomer is plotted in the z direction.
Site I displays some sixfold symmetry in the potential
energy surface. This is not surprising since all the
substrate molecules have both protons directed into the
surface. Some deviation from sixfold symmetry is expected, however, since the second layer of molecules
in the model surface has nonsymmetrical proton configurations. This site was selected to indicate the effects
of an ice surface highly polarized with dangling negative
bonds. In Fig. 3(b) the surface molecule proton configurations can be seen beneath the countour map of the z
surface. The minimal potential energy surface in Fig.
3(a) passes through the value - 5.7 kcal/mole over the
central molecule, ranges from - 5. 9 to - 6. 7 kcal/mole
in the troughs surrounding the central point, and rises
to about - 4.0 kcal/mole on the ridges.
In Fig. 4(a) the optimal binding energy surface for the
monomer over Site II is given. Site II has somewhat
less symmetry but higher binding energies than Site I.
However, Site II retains the energy troughs surrounding
the central molecule and appears to have more pronounced concave regions above the first layer substrate
molecules. Above the central molecule the energy contour falls to a value of - 6. 5 kcal/mole. The energy is
about -7.0 kcal/mole in the deepest part of the troughs
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and rises to a maximum of - 4.0 kcal/mole on the
ridges. This site would favor monomer bonding over the
ice surface molecules.

~--.------

,
---;

-·l, • • • • • • • • •

The optimal binding energy surface for the monomer
above Site 1lI on the array with alternating surface polarization is shown in Fig. 5(a). Some threefold symmetry is evident, but in general the energy surface displays an irregular topography. The concave regions
above the surface molecules and the troughs surrounding the central molecule repeat the basic features found
over Sites I and II. But in general the energy contour indicates the complexity of the water monomer-ice surface interaction and the abundance of local minima available to the adsorbed molecule. The magnitude of the
binding energy for the monomer on this site takes on
values similar to Site II over the surface molecules but
indicates much larger binding energies for monomers in
the troughs of the potential energy surface. Above the
central molecule the minimal potential energy is - 6. 3
kcal/mole; the energy falls to - 9. 5 kcal/mole in the
deepest part of the troughs, and rises to about - 3. 5
kcal/mole on the ridges. This site with varying surface
polarization might better approximate the physical situation; for this reason the site is also examined for diffusion paths, diffusion barriers, and adsorbed monomer
vibrational modes in the local potential energy minima.
This will be discussed in Sec. 1lI. C.
The optimal binding energy surfaces of the three sites
indicate a preference for the adsorbed monomer attached
to either a positively polarized region of the ice surface
or a region of varying polarization. The negatively polarized surface (Site I) has in general lower binding energies. The positively polarized ice surface (Site II)
provides the most favorable conditions for monomer adsorbtion directly above an ice surface molecule. This
may be due in part to the positions of the protons in the
second layer of the ice model; in Site II these protons
all bond with molecules in the z" 0 layer and are in close
proximity to the adsorbed monomer. In this respect the
central force potential with three point charges gives the
positively polarized ice surface a special property: the
second layer protons in the basal plane can be oriented
to reinforce the positive polarization of the surface.
This is not possible for the negatively polarized basal
plane using the three point charge model since at least
one proton in a second layer molecule must bond with
a surface molecule. In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 it is evident,
in any case, that the adsorbed monomer finds more
stability in the potential energy troughs passing between
the surface molecules-independent of the surface polarization. None of the sites studied predicted the
strongest monomer binding immediately above an ice
surface molecule. This casts some doubt on the assumption that epitaxial sites are preferred and that, at
least for low monomer concentrations, a rather disordered distribution of adsorbed monomers may prevail.
The effect of interacting monomers and clusters and relaxation of the ice surface could alter this. This is
presently under study using a semi-infinite ice surface
and a more random orientation of protons.

--(,

~

•

••••• •••• l
••

---1

FIG. 6. The optimal monomer binding energy for a water
molecule as it moves from above the central molecule in Site
III to another surface molecule along the path marked with a
heavy line in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding monomer-ice surface separation Z and the projection of the monomer dipole
orientation onto the x-z plane are shown below. The large
molecules at the bottom are in the basal plane of the ice surface.

B. Configurations of the water monomer adsorbed on
the ice surface

The optimal binding energy surfaces of the monomer
give a qualitative picture of the sites on the ice surface
which are conducive to bonding. To study the diffusion
of the water monomer on the ice surface both the energy
barriers and the configuration of the monomer in its optimally bonded state are of interest. The center of
mass height of the monomer above the plane of the first
layer of surface molecules is given as a contour map in
the lower portions of Figs. 3, 4, and 5. These monomer-ice surface distances, or z values, correspond to
the (x,y) position and the minimal potential energy shown
directly above. Large convex areas of the z surface are
particularly striking. These are primarily located over
the positions of the substrate molecules in the top layer.
The maximum values of z in these convex regions are
about 2.85 A and, not surprisingly, correspond roughly
to the bond length one would expect for monomers forming a new layer epitaxially. The deep troughs which
appear to surround the central convex area of the z surfaces pass through a range of monomer-ice surface distances from 2.0 Ato 1. 15 A. As can be seen by comparing the potential energy troughs in the upper part of the
figures with the corresponding points on the z surfaces
below, the adsorbed water monomer in this model finds
its optimally bound configuration between the surface
molecules and close to the surface. The orientation of
the dipole moment of the monomer in these sites is generally directed perpendicular to and into the surface.
This indicates that the model gives preference to a doubly bonded, "nonepitaxial" site for the water monomer.
As a first attempt to look at the monomer dipole orientation in optimal binding energy configurations, a
"walk" was followed from a pOSition above the central
surface molecule in Site III to a similar position above
a neighboring surface molecule. The path of this walk
is shown as a dark line on the energy surface in Fig.
5(a). As the monomer moves from left to right along
this path the dipole moment changes quite smoothly.
The upper part of Fig. 6 shows the variation in mono-
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mer potential energy and directly below are the corresponding z values and dipole moment projections on the
x-z plane. At either end of the walk, above the two surface molecules shown at the bottom of the figure, the
water monomer takes the expected bonding configuration
with one proton directed into the surface. About 1 A to
the right of the left surface molecule the dipole appears
to rotate suddenly to begin its approach to the low energy
site midway along the path. In this low energy position
the dipole moment is directed into the surface-indicating a "doubly bonded" configuration. Such a configuration is characteristic of the monomer orientation in the
potential energy troughs found in the energy surfaces of
Figs. 3- 5. Variations in the dipole orientation do not
necessarily produce Significant changes in the interaction energy, as can be seen in the potential energy plotted above. The present calculations indicate no large
barrier to variations in the monomer dipole moment direction as long as they are not accompanied by appreciable changes in the monomer-surface separation.
The dipole orientations for each of the sites (and for
all the grid points) are available; however, a three-dimensional display of these data would be confusing.
Hence, three cross sections of the monomer's configuration are shown in Fig. 7 for Site I and in Fig. 8 for
site II. The cross sections are in a plane of constant y
and the dipole moment of the monomer is projected into
the plane of the paper. The central "walk" passes over
three surface molecules. For the negatively polarized
ice surface (Fig. 7) this central walk displays a smooth
transition between consecutive monomer configurations.
The other two walks on Site I indicate a few intervals
where the monomer reorients a Significantly-without,
however, a large variation in z. For the positively polarized surface (Fig. 8) the monomer configurations
along the central path reflect the orientations of the underlying surface molecules. The monomer dipole moment reverses as it passes over the "trough" between
ice surface molecules; this is repeated in the second
half of the walk. Figure 8 depicts a rather lively motion of the monomer should it diffuse along the central

H20 ON ICE Ih

H20 ON ICE I];

MONOMER DIPOLE MOMENT ABOVE PROTON-UP BASAL SITE (II)

FIG. 8. The monomer dipole moment and the monomer-ice
surface separation, Z, for three walks across Site II on the optimal binding energy surface. The paths are along lines of
constant y: the central path passes over three surface molecules in Site II; the other paths are located by their projection
on the x-y plane. The dipole projection is in the plane of the
paper.

path. The other two "walks" in Fig. 8, on the other
hand, appear to be smooth in comparison. These particular paths on Sites I and II are meant to be illustrative. They are not necessarily the most energetically
favorable for the monomer. A moleCular dynamics calculation could provide more information about the diffusion of the monomer on the ice surface. However, this
study of the static interaction indicates in a general way
the environment of the adsorbed monomer with the assumption of this particular central force model potential.
Some of the walks shown indicate a rather abrupt reorientation of the monomer. It has been noted in molecular dynamics calculations using the same potential
that rigid body rotations of a singly bonded water molecule are relatively unhindered. Considering this, and
our own experience with small changes in energy associated with rotations of the monomer on the ice surface,
we find no evidence that appreciable energy barriers
exist in the regions of sudden reorientation.
There is concern that in the procedure for minimizing the monomer potential energy with respect to four
variables spurious minima could be found which correspond to energetically impossible transitions. Such
minima do occur; however, upon closer examination
they can be eliminated by a different choice of initial
monomer configuration for the minimization process.
The relative smoothness of the monomer-ice surface
separation maps is an encouraging indication that there
are few, if any, isolated barriers in the z variable.
C. Vibrational modes and diffusion of the adsorbed
monomer

SURFACE PLANE
MONOMER DI POLE MOMENT ABOVE PROTON-DOWN BASAL SITE

3211

(I)

FIG. 7. The monomer dipole moment and the monomer-ice
surface separation, Z, for three walks across Site I on the optimal binding energy surface. The paths are along lines of
constant y: the central path passes over three surface molecules in Site I; the other paths are located by their projection
on the x-y plane. The dipole projection is in the plane of the
paper.

The minimal energy surfaces also suggest possible
diffUSion paths of the adsorbed water monomer. In Fig.
9 a sample diffusion path is shown. The latter starts at
the point of lowest potential energy for the monomer on
Site III (labeled A) and proceeds to the next point with
lowest energy. The sample path ends at the point labeled B, and could have taken several routes off the rectangular area studied. The latter are marked with
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TABLE II. The mean path length, x S ' and
the mean residence time, ts, of the adsorbed water monomer on the basal surface of ice estimated from the central
force potential model for T ~ 260 K.

III

I cE I h - BASAL PLANE

t s (sec)

E A (kcal· mole)

9.0

® ••• ®

SAMPLE MONOMER DIFFUSION PATH

FIG. 9. The optimal monomer binding energy (EM) contour
for Site III showing a sample diffusion path for the adsorbed
monomer.

0.5

cule in the center of a 5 x 5 x 5 molecular array are also
given for comparison.
From this somewhat limited study the values of

Xs

and

ts, the mean path length and mean residence time, resmall dots. At point B the monomer could also move
toward the center of the site and continue to the dark
solid line which marks the "walk" shown in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 10 the negative of the monomer binding energy is
plotted as a function of distance along the path. As can
be seen from the variation in energy the monomer encounters several barriers. The largest energy barrier
is about 3 kcal/mole- a fairly large barrier equal to
approximately 6 kT near a temperature of 260 K. Without a molecular dynamics study, further conclusions
would be purely speculative. It is possible, however,
to estimate a mean residence time and a mean path
length for the monomer with information about its vibrational modes in a local minimum.
To obtain an average value for the vibrational frequencies of the monomer on the basal plane of ice, 31 local
minima are taken from the energy surfaces for Sites I,
II, and III and from another basal plane site similar to
Site lll. The bottom of each of the potential minima is
assumed to be harmonic and the adsorbed monomer is
allowed to relax internally. The surface molecules are
held fixed and the 9 x 9 matrices representing the potential and kinetic energies of the three point mass monomer are diagonalized. The results are given in Table
l. The frequencies for a relaxed three-bonded molecule
in the ice surface and for a relaxed four-bonded mole-

TABLE 1. The nine vibrational modes for H20
molecules in the model ice system using the central force potential of Rahman, Stillinger, and
Lemberg. 18
Average for
the adsorbed
monomer
(em-I)

Three-bonded
ice surface
molecule
(em-I)

Four-bonded
ice bulk
molecule
(em-I)

4100
3470
1870

3767
3168
1484

3675
3048
1474

1130
650
420

588
558
494

581
531
527

300
150
74

189
170
149

202
194
178

spectively, for the adsorbed monomer on the basal plane
of the ice surface model are estimated. In making
these estimates the following expressions are used: 21
(4)

and
1

t. "" - exp(E A/kT).
v

(5)

For E A, an average binding energy for the adsorbed
monomer on the surface is used. The value for ED' the
diffusion barrier energy, is taken to be 2.5 kcal/mole.
The frequency associated with diffusion, v', is assumed
to be an average of the three intermediate normal modes
calculated for the adsorbed monomer and shown in Table
l. These are interpreted to be part of the librational
band and the average value is 733 em-I. The lower frequencies for the monomer in Table I are associated with
intermolecular vibrations and an average value of
174 cm-1 is used for II, the bond stretching frequency.
The distance between bonding Sites, a, is assumed to be
4. 5 A. Values of x. and ts are shown in Table II for
T = 260 K. E A is assumed to be 9 kcal/mole-representative of the monomer binding energy in troughs of the
minimal energy surfaces.
Estimates in the past have assumed v' = v and ED equal
to one hydrogen bond; the binding energy of the adsorbed
monomer, EM has generally been assumed to be two
hydrogen bonds. 22 Future studies are planned to examine the monomer diffusion on a relaxed ice surface and
with response of the surface molecules taken into account. However, with the limitations of the model and
the central force potential conSidered, more detailed
calculations may not yield significant improvements.
The surface diffusion coefficient, D. "" x/ /t., corresponding to the results in Table II is 4x 10-4 cmz/sec.
IV. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The intent of this work was to gain some insight into
the water monomer-ice surface processes. With the
lack of molecular calculations of this nature in mind, we
offer some general comments. Firstly, the implications of the model calculation are that the water monomer on the smooth basal plane of ice I" prefers in general bonding sites between surface molecule positions,
close to the surface and with a "doubly bonded" configJ. Chern. Phys., Vol. 67, No.7, 1 October 1977
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FIG. 10. The optimal monomer binding energy EJI along the
sample diffusion path in Fig. 9.

uration. The model also implies that the monomer prefers either a positively polarized or a variably polarized
region of the basal plane of ice Ih and that the monomer
would diffuse along troughs which lie between (rather
than directly over) the ice surface molecules. These
results, which might be regarded as a first step in placing a monolayer on a freshly cleaved basal surface, are
consistent with the theory that the first layer is not ordered but has a more "liquidlike" structure. There is
no indication from this calculation that the adsorbed
H2 0 molecules must assume binding sites leading directly to epitaxial growth of a new layer. The positively
polarized surface studied appeared the most favorable
for epitaxial growth. However, this surface also displayed strong monomer binding sites between ice surface molecules. Further studies with interacting monomers and a relaxed surface are needed to make more
conclUSive statements.
Work is in progress on the relaxation of an infinite
bulk Ih model using the same central force potential, and
on the relaxation of the first four monolayers. An Ewald
summation is used to obtain a convergent Coulomb contribution, and a radius of about 10 A is used to ensure
convergence of the short range forces. A unit cell containing four ice lattice unit cells is assumed with a fixed
arrangements of protons. The lattice parameters are
varied to minimize the energy per unit cell. Preliminary results indicate that relaxation normal to the surface is less than O. 5 %. It is intended to introduce surface irregularities such as ledges, kinks, screw dislocations, and vacancies into the molecular array and investigate the effect of substrate structure on the adsorption of water monomers.
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